WHAT HAVE WE LEARNT SO FAR

- We need one fee covering regional/international activity
  - Details worked out region by region as part of MoU
- Must retain income levels
- There is an assumption that we will have different fee arrangements per region
- Payment based on
  - Membership type
  - Ability to pay
- Transition model – vital for existing members

SOME PRINCIPLES

- Fees must support desire to grow – lower fees but more members paying
- We must ensure support of existing members especially the large paying organisations
- We will have benefits that are only open to members who pay
  - Attend GA
  - Vote
  - Newsletters
  - Information
  - Part of website for members only
  - Support for Network
  - Reduce cost of attending conferences/WC
POSSIBLE OPTIONS (International element)

- New full members (family based and self-advocates)
  - Small $100
  - Medium $1000
  - Large $2000
  - All could give more

- New Network participation (other organisations who sign up to the SoU)
  - Small $50
  - Medium $500
  - Large $1000
  - All could give more

- Individual Members
  - Silver- Limited benefits $25
  - Gold- Access to information $100

NEXT STEPS

- Work with regions where they exist on details by region
- Start looking for potential new members
- Agree which categories of members get which benefits
- Test fee level and benefits
- Agree what is small/medium/large
- Write up and road test with members as part of process leading up to GA in Florida